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Customer Satisfaction through Service Excellence:

The Importance of Focused Training

by Elizabeth Martyn and Christopher K. Anderson

Technology has shifted the dynamics of guest interactions in the hospitality industry. Two key elements of this shift are that service providers now have fewer opportunities for direct interaction with guests, and interactions may often be the result of service failures. In these face-to-face encounters, employees’ ability to effectively manage the emotional components of the guest interaction can make a major contribution to a guest’s satisfaction with the outcome. Intrinsic employee behaviors, namely, employee engagement, communication, and attitude (that is, the “how” in the delivery of service) influence guest’s perceptions of service outcomes. In a preliminary study, relatively intense training of hotel front-desk employees, using a blend of online and face-to-face training, changed employee behaviors in a way that guests reported an improvement in staff helpfulness. This study employed modules of the Cornell University Service Excellence On-Demand Training as a tool for improving the work of front-line service providers. Such training can foster improved handling of guest interactions, thereby offering a substantial opportunity for improved guest satisfaction.
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Customer Satisfaction through Service Excellence:

The Importance of Focused Training

by Elizabeth Martyn and Christopher K. Anderson

Travel and tourism expenditures have reached an astounding 10.2 percent of global GDP at the time of this writing.¹ Despite the customer demand represented by that figure, the hotel industry’s front-line employee population has not been growing at the same pace as that demand.² Instead, the industry has been providing expanded service through increased integration of technology into the service-delivery process. One consequence of the growing presence of automation in hospitality is that tools like self-service kiosks, chatbots, and app-based technologies have replaced opportunities for personal interaction that would previously have been commonplace, with a resulting reduction in the overall number of face-to-face contacts between guests and service providers.


A second consequence of the influence of automation is a change in the content of face-to-face service interactions. With automated solutions now able to take care of some of the more “simple” or straightforward tasks required to deliver a service experience, what remains are the components for which human beings are particularly adept and well suited, including complex interactions or those that involve addressing exceptions or difficulties. These service components require empathy, compassion, critical thinking, creative drive, or the ability to apply non-linear thinking and clever problem-solving.\(^3\) For example, when individuals check in for their flights using a self-service kiosk, the only circumstance that would prompt them to interact with a staff member is if some sort of problem or concern arises. In the era of automation, guests generally have to reach out to service personnel only for the needs that remain after they have exhausted technological capabilities, including any issues, questions, problems, or logistics that they could not resolve for themselves using the technology.

As the number of personal service interactions diminishes and the nature of the remaining interactions is altered, we see a corresponding increase in the pressure on service providers to deliver a quality service experience within this new framework. At the same time, we also see one other changing element in the service landscape to consider. Traditionally, the mark of excellence in service delivery has been for employees to memorize and perform according to a robust set of standards.\(^4\) This approach created a style of service that was highly consistent for the brand or product, but ultimately conformed to the organization’s needs, not necessarily those of the consumer. However, in the world of ubiquitous technology, individuals have become accustomed to highly personalized technology interactions, including digital marketing materials, advertisements, purchase suggestions, and customizable skins on high-use apps. As a consequence, consumers now expect the same level of customization and personalization in the physical world as they find in the digital world. Service that conforms to the company’s standards alone is no longer enough.\(^5\)

It is imperative that organizational leaders equip front-line service providers to face these challenges head-on. Personnel need to be allowed to think critically during service interactions in order to identify the true issues and correctly process complex situations. This includes the autonomy to “deviate from established procedures and improvise service processes when guests require it.”\(^6\) Employees need to understand what actions, behaviors, and approaches will ensure a positive guest experience. Above all, employees must be well versed in techniques to handle difficult guest interactions, which are rapidly becoming the primary type of guest interaction they will experience.

The critical issue in all of this is, how can hospitality firms empower their employees to provide this type of specialized service? To address this question, we wanted to assess whether particular types of training would be useful. To explore this matter, we conducted a field experiment that involved two modes of training for front-desk teams at two cooperating hotel properties. The training applied modules of the Cornell University Service Excellence On-Demand Training, a technology-supported online training program designed specifically to focus on the behaviors that improve perceptions of the interactions between guest and service provider. This training program is composed of online training, as well as tools that blend that material with face-to-face training. Both before and after the training period, we analyzed guest perceptions of service provider behaviors, as measured through online survey assessments, the impact of training on those behaviors, and the connection between a change in behaviors and guest satisfaction.

The Employee-Customer Interface

Researchers and operators alike know that customer service experiences and the feelings evoked by those experiences are critical to the long-term success of a hospitality enterprise. It is a goal of any operator to facilitate and improve these experiences. Hartline and Farrell explored the interaction between employees and customers at the point in the customer service process called the employee-customer interface, a


\(^6\) Secchi et al., op.cit.
term that embodies the relationship created between the employee and the customer during the service interaction.\(^7\) Those authors found that the employee-customer interface is the most important relationship in determining customer perceptions of service quality. They further found that this relationship between service provider and guest is more important than either the manager-employee interface (interactions and relationship building between an employee and his or her manager) or the employee-role interface (the relationship that employees create with their responsibilities and their perception of their role as service providers). High employee self-efficacy, confidence, and job satisfaction all increase customers’ perceptions of service quality, supporting the notion that improving an employee’s confidence and self-efficacy (that is, their belief that they are capable of doing what they are being asked to do) is critical for solidifying the employee-customer relationship. As this relationship develops, employees exhibit specific behaviors, influenced by their self-efficacy. Identifying the relevant employee behaviors and then improving them via coaching or training should improve employees’ interactions with customers, which should, in turn, alter the customers’ perception of their satisfaction with their experience.

An employee’s service orientation, which is a reflection of the individual’s personality characteristics, can be a strong measure of an individual’s performance in a given service environment.\(^8\) Guests interpret that performance through both intrinsic performance cues (subjective attributes, such as value or friendliness) and extrinsic cues (objective attributes, such as price or accuracy of task completion).\(^9\) Of interest to this research are the intrinsic performance cues or behaviors that reflect service orientation, such as listening, responding with sensitivity to context, anticipating needs, and relaying of information.\(^10\)

In this study, we posit that the following three key behavioral factors influence the employee-customer interaction: employee engagement, employee communication, and employee attitude. Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault conducted research in this area, but their study focused on guests’ perception of the results of various service interactions, as well as behavioral observations resulting from those interactions.\(^11\)

Essentially, the existing literature has largely examined the role of service from the perspectives of the inputs required to facilitate excellent guest service (i.e., the service climate) and the outputs of what great service achieves (that is, customer satisfaction). Far less attention has been given to the “how” portion of the equation, or the process that exists between input and output. Schmit and Allscheid found that perceptions of service climate were “strongly associated with an underlying emotional response,” which was “strongly associated with coping responses or intentions.”\(^12\) This foundational “underlying emotional response” created by the service provider, rather than specific tasks or actions based on standards, is the focus of this study, with a goal of determining whether improvement in the underlying supporting employee behaviors of engagement, communication, and attitude can enhance the guest’s perception of service.

At the core, engagement and attitude both reflect emotions and may be indicative of an employee’s individual service orientation, job satisfaction, and perception of service climate. The definition of engagement, in particular, remains elusive due to conflicts in the perception of engagement, or “being engaged” as a state of being, a behavior, or a personality trait.\(^13\)

---


However, connotations of “involvement, commitment, passion, enthusiasm, focused effort, and energy,” as well as the idea that “engagement…is about passion and commitment…and the willingness to invest oneself and expend one’s discretionary effort to help the employer succeed,” are common threads in both practitioners’ and academics’ view of engagement. That research thread suggests that front-line staff members’ actions reflecting these engaged values are important factors in driving guest satisfaction.

Academic literature typically treats the word “attitude” as a representation of a viewpoint, such as employees’ attitudes about their employer as a reflection of service climate. However, Gronroos discussed the notion of attitude as a behavior in service, finding that staff members’ attitudes are representative of the how in service delivery, as opposed to the technical quality and outcome, or the what of service delivery.

For instance, such survey statements as “the front desk staff was polite, professional, and knowledgeable” and “front desk staff was disorganized, uninformed, and frustrating to work with” are measurement constructs in this research that describe how staff members behaved as the service was delivered.

One of the key reasons why employee communication is so influential is its role in both creating and tempering consumer frustration. Averill introduced the idea of mitigating information and its ability to affect feelings of frustration. That is, during the employee-customer interface, customers will become frustrated if they do not receive appropriate mitigating information relevant to their experience. Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault built upon this theory, illustrating that it is not enough for service personnel simply to provide mitigating information, but the quality of employees’ response affects the role of the information to reduce frustration and improve satisfaction.

---

14 Ibid.


19 Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault, op.cit.

---

20 Ibid.


24 Michel et al., op.cit.
supports employees in four areas, namely, managerial, supervisory, monetary, and service. These four facets of a positive service climate improve service intentions, or the individual employee’s investment in providing good service to guests.25 In turn, employees’ excellent service yields improvements in customers’ satisfaction and their perception of service quality. In a further examination of service climate, Susskind, Kacmar, and Borchgrevink studied the role of supportive workplace practices in front-line, customer-facing hospitality employees. They found that “when employees become conscious of the organization’s goals for service and the role that standards play in that process, they will be better able to direct and influence the service process to meet those goals.”26 It is important to note, however, that simple awareness of service standards and goals does not accomplish any productive improvement in service quality. Instead, the Susskind et al. findings indicate that standards and goals can only be transmuted into lasting impacts on service climate and employees’ individual customer orientation through appropriate guidance and direction.

Simply put, without managerial leadership and education through coaching, development, and training, service goals cannot be effectively realized. In this regard, Mattila and Enz suggested that frontline employees “could be trained to adjust their service delivery styles according to the real-time emotional feedback provided by each individual customer,” lending support for a behavior-based training approach to improving guests’ perception of service.27 With this in mind, the research we present here posits the following. Providing high-quality customer service training that focuses on driving the behaviors that influence the employee-customer interface will yield improvements in customer perception and, further, the effects of managerial support through face-to-face training sessions may amplify the effect of the training.

The Effects of Training
The objective of this study was to determine whether the influence of behavior-based online customer service training could be measured via changes in guests’ perception of the service experience. The steps are as follows: (1) confirm that the measured employee behaviors are critical to the guests’ perception of their service experience with front-line service personnel; (2) examine the efficacy of training in changing employee behavior in a way that is measurable by changes in guest perception; and (3) determine the recommended training intervention to elicit the best potential behavioral change. Our goal was to determine whether the resulting behavioral change in employees resulted in an improved experience for the guest.

This research is based on a manipulated experiment that compares the effects on customers’ view of employees’ behavior based on two hotel properties’ customer-service training for their front desk employees. We randomly assigned the hotel properties to one of two manipulated conditions of training implementation (one solely online and the other blended with face-to-face training), as we explain below. Data collection via a survey instrument occurred at two periods of time, first prior to the training intervention, to establish a baseline of service performance and impact of behaviors on service, and then once the training intervention started, to evaluate its impact. All hotel overnight guests with a valid email address on file were emailed a link to the survey questionnaires through Revinate’s digital survey platform.

Sample and Procedure
The intervention was conducted at two medium-size hotels in Nevada controlled by the same ownership group. Although the two hotels provide identical core services, including lodging, food and beverage, and leisure activities, they differ in their service tier and additional amenities. Hotel 1 is a 210-room, three-star property that targets modest spenders and leisure travelers, especially families and groups on a budget. This property offers kid-friendly areas, specifically with a focus on athletics. Hotel 2 is a 212-room, four-star property that targets corporate groups and meetings, as well as mid-tier leisure travelers who appreciate luxury services. This hotel also features a full-service casino, with both table games and slot play.

Our training interventions involved all members of the front desk team at the two properties, as identified by the participating hotels’ leadership. We chose front-desk workers because they experience a high volume of guest interactions, and because this allowed us to delineate those teams in our survey (leaving aside guests’ experience relative to interactions in other divisions of the property). Hotel 1 had nine front-desk employees, who represent 16 percent of the hotel’s 55-person staff, while Hotel 2 had eleven employees.
front-desk employees, representing 2 percent of the casino-hotel’s 550-person workforce (most of whom work in the casino). A consequence of the labor size differentials at the two properties is that guests at Hotel 2 are more likely to encounter employees who did not receive training.

During the research period, all overnight guest reservations with an email address on file were sent at least one digital survey via Revinate, a third-party software solution for guest feedback. Participation rates were similar for the two properties. Hotel 1 sent out a total of 1,990 surveys, 961 before the training and 1,029 after. A total of 270 guests responded (13.6% participation). Hotel 2 sent out a total of 4,090 surveys, 1,732 before the training and 2,358 following. This effort resulted in a total of 512 responses (12.5% participation). The surveys contained 24 questions, four of which were demographic in nature, and seventeen of which were specific to the front desk service experience. The final three questions focused on the following measures of guest satisfaction:

1. Likelihood to recommend, which can used to calculate net promoter score (NPS);
2. Helpfulness of the front desk personnel in seeking a satisfactory resolution to the problem, issue, concern, or special circumstance; and
3. Guest satisfaction with the resolution of the problem, issue, concern, or special circumstance.

In addition, the Revinate software automatically collected data on any guest who completed the survey and then also posted a review on TripAdvisor. This allowed for two additional measures of guest satisfaction: the TripAdvisor overall rating and TripAdvisor service rating categories.

The seventeen questions specific to the front desk service experience used 7-point Likert-type scales to measure engagement, communication, and attitude, as exhibited by front desk personnel. To measure these behaviors, we consulted and adapted a number of scale resources, including scales from the *Marketing Scales Handbook: Multi-Item Measures for Consumer Insight Research*, to focus more closely on engagement, communication, and attitude. Exhibit 1 summarizes the number of survey responses and social media reviews collected in the periods before and after training.

### Impact of Behavioral Attributes on Guest Perception Outcomes

In addition to net promoter score (NPS Score), TripAdvisor overall rating (TripAdvisor Overall), and TripAdvisor service rating (TripAdvisor Service), the survey measured guest satisfaction variables of (1) employee helpfulness in resolving the problem, issue, concern, or special circumstance (Helpfulness of Staff), and (2) the guest’s satisfaction with the resolution of the problem, issue, concern, or special circumstance (Satisfaction with Problem Resolution). However, we must point out that each of these variables reflects different elements of a guest’s experience. NPS Score and TripAdvisor Overall, for instance, are reflective of the broad travel experience, of which customer service constitutes just one of many components. TripAdvisor Service and Helpfulness of Staff are the closest to isolating just the service provider’s role. Even then, however, TripAdvisor Service encompasses exposure to any member of the staff, while the Helpfulness of Staff variable isolates the guest experience.

---

**Exhibit 1**

**Customer survey response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hotel 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Hotel 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Invitations</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>1,029</td>
<td>1,990</td>
<td>1,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Responses</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Participation</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TripAdvisor Reviews*</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Participation</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Reviews collected through Revinate*
Potential impact of employee behaviors on guest perception of service

Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3

Relationship between employee behaviors and measures of satisfaction

with just front desk staff. Satisfaction with Problem Resolution is a reflection of both the problems facing the guests and the processes and procedural structures that exist to empower front desk personnel to solve those problems.

Before training. The model in Exhibit 2 illustrates the potential relationships that exist between the independent variables (that is, service provider behaviors of engagement, communication, and attitude) and the five dependent variables (the measured guest satisfaction variables). During the before-training portion of the study, we applied linear regression to look at
Employee Engagement proved to have a significant, positive relationship on the following three measures of guest experience satisfaction: NPS Score, TripAdvisor Overall, and TripAdvisor Service. Engagement was a positive behavior, although not significant, for determining Satisfaction with Problem Resolution. Notably, engagement yielded a slightly negative, although insignificant, relationship with Perceived Helpfulness of Staff, suggesting that an employee who presents as highly engaged but is ultimately unhelpful is a turn-off for guests.

Employee Attitude is the strongest behavioral indicator of the overall experience measures of NPS Score and TripAdvisor Service. However, attitude was a positive, but not significant, indicator of TripAdvisor Overall and Helpfulness of Staff. A slight negative relationship exists between attitude and Satisfaction with Problem Resolution, suggesting that there is a strong link between both style and substance for employee behavior. That is, an employee with an excellent attitude but no ability to solve problems will create a more negative impression than an employee with the capacity to solve problems but who displays a marginal attitude.

It was surprising to see the relationship that emerged between Employee Communication and the different service satisfaction metrics. Although positive, communication was not significantly related with NPS Score, TripAdvisor Overall, or TripAdvisor Service. This suggests that an emphasis on script-like communication standards during training are a misplaced effort, and that more time should be spent on promoting and improving attitude and engagement, as guests are more influenced by these behaviors than by the communication that takes place during the interaction. That said, however, communication becomes not only the strongest, but also the only statistically significant behavioral indicator of positive outcomes when guests are asked about problem-resolution situations. Employee communication is critical for both the perception of the Helpfulness of Staff in resolving problems and Satisfaction with the Problem Resolution.

Exhibit 4 illustrates the impact of the various employee behaviors on guest perception of service.
Impact of Training
We evaluated two training approaches:
(1) online-only training, and
(2) a blended approach that included online and face-to-face training.

For this study, we decided to offer both training interventions, rather than train one group of employees online and have the other group as a control with no intervention or with just face-to-face intervention. In part we did this because the data collection in the “before intervention” stage also serves as a control for the two properties. For the training intervention, all participants were given access to the eight online training modules in the Cornell University Service Excellence On-Demand Training, available through eCornell. Each module consists of video segments, graded assessment questions, and a practice activity. Training content focuses on critical thinking skills and strategies to facilitate the understanding and improvement of behaviors that promote positive interactions between service provider and guest. Participants were instructed to work on the training at their own pace for a period of eight weeks, although they were not required to finish the online content. Thus, participants worked with the online training at times and locations that were most convenient for them.

Employees at Hotel 1 engaged in the blended training. In addition to the online material, they met for four regularly scheduled one-hour face-to-face training sessions that allowed them to discuss two of the online modules in each hour of training (that is, half an hour dedicated to each module subject). The supervisor hosting the facilitated discussions was given access to the workshop guides that are provided with the eCornell training modules. The guides contain discussion questions, review prompts, and role play scenarios, creating an out-of-the-box tool to guide the live training sessions and foster collaboration. Supervisors could modify workshop guide content to reflect the hotel’s business needs, as well as the amount of time available for discussion.

Employees at Hotel 2 completed all of the online training modules independently with no intervention from an instructor during the training. Instead, these employees engaged in just one discussion with their supervisor, who merely asked them whether they had any thoughts, feedback, or questions about the online material. These supervisors made no use of or reference to the workshop guides.

Impact of Training on Behavioral Indicators
Our analysis of the second phase of the study began with a return to the pre-training survey analysis summarized in Exhibit 4, which shows the linkage between employee behaviors and guest satisfaction. We applied linear regression as means to assess whether training can improve these behaviors by looking at the differences in employee behaviors (again, engagement, communication, and attitude) across the two hotels (Hotel), changes in behaviors after training (BA), and any differences in training method (online only versus blended) as measured by the interaction between Hotel and BA (Hotel*BA). Results of the linear regressions are shown in Exhibit 5. Note that the parameter
estimates for Hotel and Hotel*BA need to be combined to evaluate the impact of training upon behaviors. These net effects are illustrated in the three panels of Exhibit 6.

As indicated in the panels in Exhibit 6, Hotel 1 saw improvements in all three behavioral attributes, although the improvement in attitude was the only significant change (p < .05). By contrast, Hotel 2 saw no significant change in behaviors resulting from training (see Exhibit 7).

A clear lesson here is that the intensity of implementation is an important determinant of outcome. Hotel 1 had both a larger relative population of employees involved in training and a more robust training approach. The more intense blended training methodology afforded Hotel 1 employees a potential total of eight online lessons and four face-to-face training sessions. In contrast, Hotel 2’s employees had access only to the eight online lessons. Not surprisingly (considering that managers were supporting Hotel 1’s online training), Hotel 1 had an online lesson completion rate of 56 percent, compared with Hotel 2’s online completion rate of 45 percent.

### Impact of Training on Guest Satisfaction
Given that the training created some positive initial results, but only showed significance for the change in attitude, and also given the small data set, our expectations for changes in guest perception were moderate. Nevertheless, we could assess the impact of training upon changes in guest satisfaction, as summarized...
in Exhibit 8. Hotel 1 experienced increases in all five guest satisfaction measures (i.e., NPS, TA Overall, TA Service, Helpfulness of Staff, and Satisfaction with Problem Resolution). Helpfulness of Staff showed significant improvement ($p < 0.05$), an outcome that reflects directly on the training, as this is the only measure that isolates guest interactions with the front desk staff. In contrast, NPS Score and even TripAdvisor Service are framed as an assessment of the entire hotel experience.

Hotel 2 recorded no significant change in front desk personnel behavior following the training (also shown in Exhibit 8). In fact, three of the guest satisfaction measures decreased, albeit not significantly, and the other two, TripAdvisor Overall and TripAdvisor Service, decreased significantly after the training. These results suggest that Hotel 2 may be experiencing operational concerns outside of the front desk staff. To attribute these issues to the front desk staff, one would expect to see a significant decrease in Helpfulness of Staff. Instead, Helpfulness of Staff remains consistent even while other metrics are declining.

And When There’s a Problem…

One outcome of note was the change in guest satisfaction measures for the 119 guests who self-identified as having experienced a problem, issue, concern, or special circumstance. This cohort reported notable changes in their satisfaction with the experience, in a comparison of those who reported problems before training and those who reported problems after training, as summarized in Exhibit 9. This category of guests at Hotel 1 ($n = 41$) experienced a statistically significant increase in Satisfaction with Problem Resolution, Helpfulness of Staff, and NPS Score (compared to a significant increase only in Helpfulness of Staff for the whole sample).\(^{30}\) These results suggest positive outcomes with regard to the importance of critical thinking skills when delivering service to guests who are having a difficult or complex experience. It further demonstrates the tremendous opportunity that lies in empowering front-line service personnel to handle difficult and challenging guest interactions.

Training to Improve the Service Experience

Any organization that prides itself on customer service strives to improve the employee behaviors that promote positive guest perceptions of service experiences. This study presents a preliminary examination of the role that a training program that blends online and face-to-face methodologies can have on teaching, training, and improving those employee behaviors—particularly, critical thinking. Moreover, these results suggest that it is possible that improvements in those critical employee behaviors also have the potential to drive improved perceptions of the experience on the part of guests, especially for consumers who encounter a problem, issue, or concern during the course of their stay.

A chief limitation of this study is the number of employees trained as against the organization size. Choosing the front desk as the trained cohort was intended to clearly delineate a service experience for guests completing the survey. The unintended consequence was that this created unequal ratios of trained employees between the two hotel properties. Moreover, the relatively small percentage of trained employees in Hotel 2 may have diluted the results of their training. On the other hand, the findings from Hotel 1 point to the possible importance of intensity in training. A larger study is required to confirm the ideal intensity level, both in terms of the way in which the training is administered and the cohorts of employees trained.

---

\(^{30}\) We don’t report changes in TripAdvisor scores, as few guests who identified problems also posted reviews to TripAdvisor.
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